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PAGE SIX THE INDICATOR

Suggestions for Conducting of Study Classes they will be able tv devote more of 
their attention to good form in read
ing and should be expected to im
prove steadily. They should be 
taught to read in a clear voice, pro
nounce words distinctly, and em-

[For the benefit of educational references to historical conditions but may be varied according to cir-
classes, cither now running or in with which the worker is unfamiliar cumstances.
course of formation, we have “swip- and consequently it is not so good
cd” the following from the NovCra- a text to start with,
her ••proletarian.” Headers should 
preserve this article for future guid
ance.—Edit. Indicator.J

The instructor calls upon the stu
dent at his extreme left to stand and i*asize Properly. The speed should

be moderate, rather slow than fast,read the first paragraph, the others 
following from their own books. If 
the paragraph contains more than 
‘‘essential' point, 
under “Preparation," the instructor' 
proceeds to re-read the portion 
ing the first point and then asks the 
student who read to explain his 
derstanding of that point.

Preparation. but not draggy. The instructor must
By all means, the instructor should set the example.oneprepare in advance, not only for the 

session, but for each session there
after.

The ‘Instructor.as referred to
Much depends upon the personality 

of the instructor. It is hardly to be 
expected that many instructors pos
sessing the right combination of quali
ties will be found ready-made. Every 
instructor should, therefore, endeavor 
to perfect himself in his task. We 
can not cover the whole subject of 
teaching here but suggest the follow
ing.

KTljW that the study of Socialism 
11 by the class method is becom
ing fairly general, the need for sy
stematic and perfected methods has 
made itself felt. It will probably be 
obvious to instructors generally that 
a perfect system can not be devised 
at once but must be built up by ex
periment and experience, it would 
seem advisable, therefore, for each 
instructor to study this problem on 
his own account and not depend en
tirely upon any given program which 
may.be offered to him. Nevertheless, 
a few helpful hints may be given, 
which are the result of tin* experi
ences of those who have undertaken 
eiirli work thus far, and the follow
ing is offered with that idea in mind.

Organization.

lie should plan how' much of 
the text is to he covered and 
that out as a distinct lesson, endea 
voring to have the lesson stop at a 
convenient point, 
over the text, note which are the es
sential points in each paragraph 
which are to be explained; plan in 
his own mind what illustrations he 
will use, and brush up on any points 
in connection with which his own 
knowledge is weak, by reference to 
Ills own library. It is in order to 
remark here that a competent in
structor must possess a much wider 
range of knowledge of socialism and 
science in general than is implied by 
a study of the texts as outlined above. 
If he has not such knowledge, he 
should set about getting it at once.

cover-map

un-
The in

structor will then call upon any other 
student he may select to explain his 
idea of it, and so on until he has ob-

He should read

tallied several students ideas. Ur he 
may call upon any student who thinks 
he can explain it, to do In the first place, the instructor 

must at all times and particularly at
so. The in-

structor then proceeds to give his
explanation, using such illustra- the beKinninK Stet in close touch with

his students. ITe should not set hint-
own
tions as he has prepared, 
so, he will point out to each student 
wherein his explanation

In doing
self upon a pedestal as an oracle, 
hut on the other hand, he should dis
play enough self-confidence to com
mand the respectful attention of the

was erron
eous and also recognize arty good 
points scored by any student, lie will 
then ask if any doubtful points re- e,ass- ,,e should constantly endeavor 
main in the students minds and ex- to appreciate, accurately the mental 
plain further in connection with such, attitude ot each individual studentNot the least important work in 

* oonneclion with class study is the 
organization of the class. In localities 
where the idea is new it may be 
necessary to ‘‘talk up” or advertise 
the project l'or some time before 
an actual start cun he made, 
promoters should, however, not wait 
for a large gathering, hut he willing 
to begin in a very humble way, say, 
with two or three students, if neces
sary.

The First Session. and not deal with them after a 
mechanical fashion as if they were 
blocks of wood to be turned into 
a given form, lie should note care-

lie will then proceed to the second 
I he preparation for, and conduct point of the paragraph, always calling 

of, the first session will he somewhat 
different from that

! upon the student who read the para 
ot succeeding graph to explain first.

ones. Assuming that the majority of first paragraph is thus exhausted, the full>’ the progression made by each
the students are about to have llivir instructor will review it as a whole onc and KauKe his questions accord-
first experience in elass wçrk and The second student will then read ‘"K1?-
that their enthusiasm for such study

When the

The

The instructor should display 
energy and enthusiasm. Listlessqess 
on the instructor’s part 
earl}* and painless death for the class. 
Start the class exactly at the ap
pointed time even if only a few are 
in attendance. Waiting for the elasi 
to begin is discouraging to those who 
come early. If the class gets the 
habit of starting an hour late it will 
presently not start at all. It may be 
taken as an axiom that any organiza
tion must he well managed to retain 
its vitality.

and so on.
Students should stand while read

ing; they should not he allowed to 
interrupt each other; they should be 
given u fair opportunity to complete 
their remarks but should not he al
lowed to occupy the floor for an un
seemly length of time nor to ramble 
away from the subject. They should 
not be urged to give an explanation 
of a point when it is apparent that 
they are incapable of doing so. Ideas 
must be put into men’s minds before 
they can come out. They must be 
required to express themselves in 
their own words. Mere repetition of 
the phraseology of the text is worse 
than useless and should not be toler
ated. They should graduall}’ he 
taught to give illustrations of their 
own composition.

must be aroused by the efforts of 
the instructor himself, he will find 
it necessary to use all the skill and 
tact he possesses to conduct the first 
session so as to leave a good im
pression upon the students, even 
though these he few in number.

means an

Texts.>
! • The matter of texts is highly im-

Muny attempts have been 
the works of

portant.
made to “ simplify 
Marx and Engels, as they are thought To begin with, he should have his 

equipment in good order, otherwise 
he will be ns useless as a carpenter 
without a saw and hammer. The least 
equipment with which a elass should 
be started will consist of a table, the 
necessary chairs, arranged in proper 
order and a sufficient supply of text 
hooks for the students. Never allow 
the students to sit in the class vyith- 
nut the opportunity of supplying 
themselves with text books. Other 
remarks on equipment will be made 
later. •

It is not desirable that the text

Vp to the proto he too difficult, 
sent, however, no satisfactory texts 
of this character have been brought ft In most cases such textU> light.
books are no simpler than the stand- Examination and Review.ard works and frequently contain 
important errors, which render them 
wholly undesirable. The following 
are suggested as comprising a fairly 
comprehensive line of study, arranged 
in the logical order of treatment, 
etui taken together, form a course of

At periodic intervals, the length o£f 
which will be decided by the instruc
tor, some kind of an examination 
should be nuade tv ascertain how- 
much knowledge has been absorbed 
up to that point, l’vobably the best 
method is to require the students to 
write answers to questions writtenstudy : Definitions.

Students should be instructed toWage Labor and Capital. 
‘‘Communist Manifesto.”
‘‘Value, Price and Profit.” 
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific. 
“Capital," Vol. 1, Chapters I to IX. 

inclusive, and Chapter XXX11

should he immediately plunged into.
A few preliminaries are necessary.
The instructor should obtain the

and addresses of the students l'b*8 applies both to ordinary words

on a blackboard, without consulting 
ask the definition of any word or their hooks. This, of course, requires 
term which they do not understand. a complete session to be set aside for 

that purpose.names
for record. If not already acquaint- appearing in general literature and 
cd with the students he should he- 10 terms peculiar to socialist litera-

Equipment.
In addition to the equipment pre- 

On the first presentation ot viously mentioned, a blackboard can 
as bourgeois and prole- be used for pointing rather than a

ture. 
terms such

This may be varied from, if dc- come so as soon as possible by always
sired, say, for example, by omitting calling them hv name instead of in-
“Value, Price and Profit.” It will dicating them as
he noted in this arrangement that the “that comrade
first text-book deals with econonVcs. for a more home-like feeling and
the second with general principles, diminish backwardness in discussion,
and the third reverts to economics. Try to get everybody acquainted with
The object of this is to alternate the everybody else,
phases of study, lty so doing, the
student is saved from getting into a thing in order is to make some pre- tbr pronunciation of words and in value, etc., and sometimes maps are
rut from studying too long on one liminary remarks regarding the oh- their English generally Also in the useful to illustrate points of history
phase, and thereby becoming one- jects of class study, the methods to manner ot- reading. But it should or geography, 
sided or losing interest. In putting be employed in the class, what is bv remembered that the huaun mind
“Wage-labor and Capital” before expected of the students, etc. The ean not undertake a number of new
the “Communist Manifesto,” we are remainder of the first session may.
simply recognizing the fact that it is perhips, he profitably employed in a
economic conditions which first bring general treatment of the text in hand,
the workers to take an interest in according to the judgment of the in-

this comrade” or tarian, it will be necessary to define 
This will make them carefully and thereafter watch

lead pencil or finger. It is prefer
able to have the blackboard placed

to see that these definitions are 
tained in the students’ minds.

r‘‘" upon an easel. This equipment may 
he supplemented with special charts 
painted upon canvas or paper and 
attached to the blackboard, for spe. 
cia! illustrations such as the law of

English and Reading.
It will he found that students re- 

With the class assembled, the next qU,re a gVeat deal of correction in

Illustrations.
The matter of illustrations shoqld 

have the earnest study of every in-* 
The illustration, pictured

tasks at once. The instructor should, 
therefore, .be patient with these mat
ters at first.

structor.
The main object of or oral- ’s tbe key wbicb unlocks the

brain of the student and sets it inclasses is not the teaching of Eng
lish; rather is it incidental," although, 
of course, necessary. As time goes 

After the preliminaries, the elass on and tbe students become 
dent ean appreciate by actual experi- will settle down to the regular study 
enee, while the “Manifesto" is large-

Socialism and that the subject mat- struotoiv 
ter ean be illustrated by every-day 
conditions and events, which the stu-

motion along the desired channel. As 
far as possible the illustration should 
refer to something concrete, especial-

General Methods
accus

tomed to reading, become more fami- l.v at first. For instance, in illustrât
ing the law of value, a table andThe plan here suggested is based ljar with difficult terms and 

ly a historical document with many upon the methods of successful classes, readily catch the meaning of the
more
text, (Continued on Page Seven) 1I
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